Correlation of functional MR imaging activation data with simple reaction times.
To determine the relationship between subject reaction times (RTs) and activation volume in the brain during visuomotor functional magnetic resonance (MR) imaging. Twenty-four subjects performed a simple RT task during single-event functional MR imaging, and RTs were recorded. The six subjects with the fastest RTs were designated the fast RT group, and the six subjects with the slowest RTs were designated the slow RT group. The data were processed with noncorrected height threshold (P <.001) for individual comparisons and corrected height threshold (P <.05) for group comparisons (t tests). The activation volumes in both occipital lobes, the left sensorimotor cortex, and the supplemental motor cortices were compared for the two groups. The mean RT +/- SD was 342 msec +/- 20.15 for the fast RT group and 475 msec +/- 36.17 for the slow RT group (P <.0001). More voxels of activation were seen in the fast RT group than in the slow RT group in the occipital lobes, left sensorimotor cortices, and supplemental motor cortices on individual and group maps. This difference was statistically significant in the left sensorimotor (P =.03) and left visual (P =.05) cortices. In the right visual cortex, a trend toward more activation in the fast RT group was noted (P =.15). There was a negative correlation between RTs and activation volume in the left sensorimotor cortex (P =.048). There was a greater activation volume in motor and visual cortices in the fast RT group than in the slow RT group.